DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. How do you define white supremacy? What has it looked like in the past, and what does it look like today? What beliefs among white Americans is James Baldwin condemning when he writes that some Americans have been “white too long”?

2. Robert P. Jones argues that racism influenced what white churches have taught: which scriptural passages were emphasized or overlooked, what kind of relationship Christians were encouraged to have with God. What are ways you do (or do not) see racism inherent in the institutional Church? How have Christian institutions “baptized” white supremacy?

3. If you grew up in a Christian tradition, what did you hear about the Church’s relationship to important moments in American history? What did you hear about its relationship to racism? Have you ever felt, as Jones puts it, “betrayed” when you learned something negative about the Church’s past?

4. Are the results of Jones’s study surprising to you? How does your personal experience of institutional religion inform your answer? If you could, what questions would you want to ask respondents about their opinions on racism and white supremacy?

5. “I’ve been deeply shaped and formed by this tradition in both good and bad ways,” Jones says. How has your tradition shaped the way you think about racism? How has your tradition shaped how you think about justice?

6. Jones asks, “If some of the best parts about ourselves have been formed by the Church, how can it also be true that some of these awful things in our history are true?” Catholics have asked similar questions about the sex-abuse crisis. Do such failures change the fundamental character of the institution?

7. Do you agree with Jones’s assessment of the value (or lack thereof) of institutional statements? Is there a disconnect between what happens at the level of Church leadership and what happens “on the ground”? What are steps you want to see denominations and individual church communities take to further the work of justice?
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